"Dognition allowed for great bonding time and has given me a wonderful new look at how Jake communicates and understands the world. I can’t wait to do the same with my other dog, Bo.” **Nina F., Austin, TX**

“Dognition helps you understand what motivates your dog and influences his behavior. My dog and I had a blast playing the interactive games! He was stimulated and excited to play and I got to watch his mind at work!” **Donna B., Orange Beach, AL**

“Dognition, I can’t thank you enough for the enjoyable, cheerful, shared moments I had with my dog Becca when playing the Toolkit games. Becca also loved doing this with me. This whole Dognition Adventure is a unique surprise; can’t wait for more!” **Annik V., Delémont, Jura, Switzerland**

“Dognition balances FUN & learning, and is clearly described. It’s good for casual dog lovers as well as total dog geeks like me.” **Carey H., Oro Valley, AZ**

“I would like to spend more quality time with my dog, and find him new and interesting things to do. He really enjoyed the games, and his approval is all I need.” **Lisa W., United Kingdom**

“What made Dognition so enjoyable was the fact that not only did I get to understand my dogs better, but they actually noticed and appreciated that I understand them better. And that’s truly rewarding. Thanks again for a great experience.” **James S., Gladstone, Manitoba, Canada**

“Dognition exceeded my expectations. It is fun to see things about your dog that you may not have known and confirm things that you had thought were true. The results at the end were very personalized. It was like I had been working one on one with a trainer or clinician.” **Cindy L., Chapel Hill, NC**

“I love my dog. This was a great program to help me learn more about her. Knowing more about how she sees the world and my relationship with her is incredibly valuable.” **Andy P., Vista, CA**